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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF KINGS : CIVIL TERM: COMMERCIAL PART 8 
-.-·- . ,.---·--.--: . -.-·----- > ··. - .. ------ .. --- .---·x· 

DAVID SPRUNG, as Administrator qf the 
Estate of Randall s. Sprungj 

Plaintiff, 

- against -

BANNOR MICHAEL MacGREGOR, JEFFREY 
KATZ, and LIFE DESIGN STATION 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., a/k/a Vastech Auto 
America, a/k/a Intuitive.Capital Management 
LLC, a/k/a Intuitive Technology Ventures 
Corporation, a/k/a Vastech Technologies 
Corporation, 

De.f endants, 
.- .. ---- ... -·-- .- .. -----... -----------.-.-------- .x· 

PRESENT: HON. LEON RUCHELSMAN 

Decision and order 

Index No. 5.04 67 7/19 

June 25, 2024 

Motion seq. #8 

The de.fendants move pursuant to CPLR §3212 seeking summary 

judgement dismissing the action. The plaintiff opposes the 

motion. Papers were submitted by the parties and arguments held. 

After reviewing all the arguments this court now makes the 

following determination. 

As recorded in a prior decision, on Dec::ember 6, 2i017 the 

plai,ntiff entered into a stock purchase agreement wherein he 

invested $400 1 000 with defendant Life Design that represented it 

had obtained a master license to manufacture motors by utilizing 

certain. patented technologies forµse in electric automobiles. 

011. January 261 2018 the parti~s entered into a second addendum 

wbereby the plaintiff invested another $3,850,000 in assets in a 

Wyoming corporation called Sprung Investments LLC in·ex:change for 

stock in Life Design.. The Life Design stock was placed in a 
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s.econd Wyo.ming ca.rporation ·called Randal S. ·Sprung =LLC. A third 

addendum dated March 20_, 2018 was signed by the pa_r:ties wherein 

the p1aint"iff transferred hi$ in:te.r:est in Sprung Investments LLC 

to Life De.sigh to iinpro-ve Life De:sign' s fina:ncial p.ositio.n. A.

fourth addendum was allegedly signed bet1Neen the p9 1::ties on Ju;Ly 

5., 2.018 . -This a·g reerrren t, denominated _a ·' fina·1 agreement' wa bted 

many· :of Spru_pg' ~, ,1:ights a:nd required him to _p~y an a,ddi tional 

$1,800,000 in exchange £cir more Life- Design stock. 

the plaintiff initiated. this. lawsuit c"ind· ·asserted various 

causes of action: including: the defense of fraud in the execution 

seeking to vofd the fourth addendum. :specificaily, the plaintiff 

alleges the· .four"-th addendu~ was ne.ver :signed by the· ·pla.intiff but 

that. the plaintiff signed a different docume.nt which the 

defendants· ·then. attached to a._ fictitious document ·called the 

fourth .addendum. The. -court d~nied a motion to dismiss the fraud 

iri. the execution defense on the grounds sufficient facts were 

-_alleged to enabl.e the- .p:artie-$. to engag.e in disJ::overy. 

The de-fendants have now inoveo seeking ~um:mary judgement 

dismissing the a.ction. They a-ssert that di1e to the passing of 

the plaintiff Randall Sprung ther·e is no admissible evidenc:e 

.sufficient to establish any fraud in the execution. The 

def-:eiidarits argue that claim was· la:r·~_ely supported by c;1,n affidavit 

of Mr. Sprung~ However, his pa.9:si~g has rendered such affidavit 

inadmissible hearsay arid without othei"r evidertcei cannot be 
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considered in a motion to defeat summary judgement. Further, if 

the fourth addendum is held valid then the other claims are 

batted. Consequently, the motion seeking to dismiss the fraud in 

the e~ecution.defense essentially resolves the entire lawsuit. 

As noted, the motion is opposed. 

Conclusions of Law 

Where the material facts at issue in a case are in dispute 

summary judgment cannot be granted (Zuckerman v. City of New 

York, 49 NYS2d 557, 427 NYS2d 595 [1980]). Generally, it is for 

the jury, the trier of fact to determine the legal cause :of any 

injury, however, where only one conclusion may be drawn froJIL the 

facts then the question .of legal cause may be decided by the 

trial court as a matter of law (Marino v. Jamison, 1a~ AD3d 1021, 

136 NYS3d 324 [2d Dept., 2021). 

It is certainly true that hearsay cannot be considered on a 

motion for sutnrttar·y judgement if it is the only evidence submitted 

(Kontorinakis v. 27-10 30 th Realty LLC, 172 AD3d 835, 101 NYS3d 

50 [2d Dept., 2019]). There is no dispute the affidavit of 

Randall Sprung constitutes inadmissable hearsay. It is further 

true that in the prior decision denying the motion to dismiss 

this defense the court instructed the parties to proceed with 

discov~ry. The plaintiff ass~rts the d~fendants have largely 

failed to comply with all di,scovery requests. The defendants 
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counter the argument discovery is not complete is not a basis 

upon which to deny summary judgement unless the party can 

demonstrate such discovery will produce evidence sufficient raise 

questions of fact. Furthe-r, in reply the defendants argue there 

is no further discovery that could possibly raise a:hy questions 

regarding the alleged fraµd in the execution. 

It is well s·ettled that the hope future discovery might 

yield questions of fact is merely speculation insufficient to 

defeat a motion for summary judgement (Silverstein v. Westminster 

House Owners Inc. , 50 AD3d 257, 855 NYS2d 64 [1st Dept. , 200 8 l) • 

Thus, arguments that discovery might raise questions of fact is 

without merit (see, Lopez v. ws Distribution Inc.,, 34 AD3d 759, 

826 NYS2d 516 [2d bept., 2006] J • "A party contending that a 

summary judgment motion is premature must demonstrate that 

discovery tnight lead to relevant evidence or that the facts 

essential to justify opposition to the motion were exclusively 

within the knowledge and control of the movant"· (Valencia v. 

Glinski, 219 Ab3d 541, 194 NYS3d 111 [2d Dept.,. 2023)). .For 

examplei in Westport Insurance Company v. Altertec Energy 

Conservation LLC, 82 AD3d 1207, 921 NYS2d 90 [2d Dept., 2011] the 

court explained that to adequately oppose a motion for summary 

judgement on the grounds discovery has not been completed the 

party must submit an affidavit ''establisb,ing that fact.s existed 

which were essential to justify opposition to the motion but were 
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not in its possession in light of the fact that discovery had yet 

to be completed~' {id) . Thus, the test whether additional 

discovery is required is whether the party seeking the discovery 

can demonstrate additional discovery might lead to relevant 

evidence (Reynolds v. Avon Grove Properties, 129 AD3d 932, 12 

NYS3d 199 [2dDept., 2015]). While it may be diffiCult to draw 

an appropriate line when discovery sought may be relevant or when 

it is merely hope and speculation, nevertheless, i;E cl. party can 

present the existence of relevant discovery then sumrri.aty 

judgement is premature. Ih this case, the affidavit of Randal 

Sprung surely establishes sufficient facts raising questions that 

could be buttressed by further discovery. That would remain true 

even if Mr. sprung had n'ot passed away. Any evidence that could 

support the assertion of fraud in the execution is surely 

relevant. The defendants assert in reply that·there is no 

scenario whereby further discovery could yield any evidence 

supporting the plaintiff because the plaintiff has failed to 

demonstrate that further discovery could lead to r:elevant 

ev.i,dence. That circular argument impermissibly blurs the 

distinction between demonstrable facts.and sheer speculation. As 

noted, the affidavit of M·r. Sprung is a demonstration of 

sufficient facts that compel further discovery. The fact Mr. 

Sprung passed away and the affidavit ts now rendered inadmissible 

does not render it entirely ussless. It alleges specific details 
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concerning fraud in the execution which further discovery may 

support. 

Concerning the parameters of sµch dis_covE!ry, most of the 

discovery sought is irrelevant regarding the only issue of 

concern, namely fraud in the execution. Thus, any other evidence 

about any of the other claims, at this juncture, would not 

support the fraud in the execution defense. However, any 

evidence~ whether in the £Orm of emails or other comrtmhications 

among the defendants or any documents or drafts of the fourth 

addendum or the existence Of any other evidence that can support 

the contents Of Mr. Sprung's affidavit are surely relevant and 

coupled with the affidayit itself may be sufficient to defeat 

summary judgement. 

Therefore, at this time, the motion seeking summary 

judgement is denied. The parties are directed to engage in 

discovery as: rioted. Following the completion of all such 

discovery the court permits the defendants, if they chose, to 

move for sumnia ry j udg'errient ag a i ri. 

So ordered. 

DATED: June 25, 2024 
Brooklyn N.Y.. 

ENTER: 

Hori~ Leon Ruohelsman 
JSC 
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